NOTICE INVITING QUOTATION

Sub: NIQ for Tender for Rate Fixation of meals served during placement season 2011-2012.

The Purchase committee constituted by the competent authority for rate fixation of Meals served during placements 2011-12 invites tenders as under. On an average the order would be for 50 meals and may go up to 300 meals on a peak day.

Quotations are invited from vendors for providing meals as per following specifications.

Specifications

1. Breakfast /Snack Items (Packed)
   - Grilled Sandwich (Medium size – one)
   - Cutlet/ Bonda

2. Lunch/ Dinner (Packed Executive Thali) Rolling Menu
   - Green Salad/ Achar/Papad
   - Rice/Pulav
   - Dal (Dal Makhni/ Dal Tadka, Rajma/Chhole – One)
   - Paneer Item (Mutter Paneer/ Shahi Paneer/ Koft – One)
   - Vegetable (seasonal) (Mixed Vegetable / Gobhi Aaloo - One)
   - Parantha / Roti (Two)
   - Raita/Dahi item (One)
   - Sweet (Gulab Jamun/Rasgulla/ Gajar Halwa – One)

Terms & Conditions –

1. Delivery of hot food is the vendor’s responsibility at the time required by T&P, IIT Delhi.

2. The vendor must have at least 2 running Outlets in South Delhi. Please submit details with address.

3. Prices may be quoted in INR.

4. Taxes, Terms and Conditions should be clearly mentioned.

5. The vendor will have to provide an undertaking to service the contract up to May, 2012. This should also be mentioned on the quote.
6. The quality and standard of the food would be monitored on a regular basis. The contract may be summarily terminated at any stage, at the sole discretion of T&P, IIT Delhi, if quality and standard are found lacking.

7. Payment will be made by Cheque/ ECS. As per IIT norms the vendor should submit – PAN/TAN/Bank A/c details.

8. The Institute reserves the right to reject any or all bid without assigning any reasons.

The quotations must reach the office of Training & Placement Unit, 3rd Floor, Synergy Building I.I.T Delhi, Hauz Khas, New Delhi – 110016 on or before 24th Nov, 2011, up to 4.00 PM in a sealed cover.